Library noise: Students and faculty hear too much

By Brian O'Sovic

A call is out from students and faculty to try to reduce the amount of noise generated at Phillips Memorial Library. Throughout the year and especially during the fall semester library noise has tended to be more of a problem that studying. This has led many students and now the administration is seeking a solution to the problem.

Mr. Joseph Doherty, Director of Phillips Memorial Library, elaborated on the subject. "Exam period brought nearly 600 (additional) students to the library, and the noise level was too high. The librarian's job is not supposed to be one of disciplining the students, but it seems they have been forced to do so, as of late." Doherty criticized the childish behavior of students who explode firecrackers or turn off the lights in the library. He commented that college students should be more mature and respectful of their fellow students and the librarians.

A move to write a new rule in the student handbook concerning proper behavior in the library is in order, but Doherty does not see this as an effective measure. "Hopefully, peer pressure will make the students reduce the noise level for their own sake," he said. Doherty admitted that absolute silence is impossible, but excessive noise should be controlled. "The sporadic noise is caused by students taking breaks from their studies," he said.

Doherty also observed that students do not realize how far a conversational tone of voice carries in the library. Doherty also observed that students were very cooperative when they were asked to quiet down. He is hoping that the students can control the noise themselves.

Formal complaints about the noise have not been registered with the Department of Student Affairs. The complaints express concern about the library becoming the "social center" of the campus. Father McNamara explained that the noise problem has been going on for years, and he also agreed that peer pressure is the best way to handle it. He did say, however, that the students tend to be disrespectful towards library security guards. "When security can't supervise silence, then this is just plain disregard for their presence, and the presence of other students." He added, "Most students would listen to another student rather than a librarian, or security personnel." Father McNamara and other administrative members feel that peer pressure is the only way to stop the noise. "It's up to the kids," he said.

Mass for St. Thomas set for Jan. 28

A solemn celebration of the feast of St. Thomas Aquinas, the patron of the Dominican Priory on campus, will take place on Monday, January 28, at 4:30 p.m. in the Aquinas Chapel. The principal concelebrant of the Mass will be the Very Rev. William B. Ryan, O.P., Prior of the Dominican community, and the guest homilist will be the Very Rev. William J. Hill, O.P., Associate Professor of Systematic Theology at the Catholic University of America and President of the Catholic Theological Society of America.

Vesperes will be recited as part of the Mass and special music will be provided by various college groups. All members of the College community are cordially invited to attend the Mass on Monday afternoon and join with the Dominican Fathers in the celebration of their patronal feast.
Major's column in the Providence Sunday Journal. In the article, Major mentioned having severely criticized the series. "The Flesh Peddlers," and that he later received a letter of defense from Peter Leone, the Channel 6 news director. Major quoted the section of Leone's letter that intimated that Father James and his class had been supportive of the series. Two weeks later Major rescinded Leone's comments by stating that he learned from a phone call from Father James that he was not supportive of the series. In fact, he stated that Father James told him that the show "ranted 2 or 3 on a scale of 10." Father James summed up his feelings about the entire experience. "The objective of the reporters was to make a point, but the manner in which they carried out the assignment, the so-called preparation for the assignment, and the conclusions which were drawn only show that the streets really did not constitute a good documentary, and any conclusions which they may have drawn came from insufficient facts. They didn't see any real cause or consequences between the facts which they were found in their conclusions.

Of its overall benefit for the class, Father James stated, "If anything, they found out not only how not to make documentaries, but how not to make them."

Raymond and Alumni Cafeterias. Steve "Veg" McGuire, chairman of the Food Committee, explained that the committee had suggested having a non-smoking area for the use of those who don't like smokeless surroundings. Rhode Island state law has directed that all public places must have a non-smoking area. The committee included school cafeterias, Mr. Joseph Murphy, director of food service, arranged for the areas to be established. McGuire also observed that the area was going to be a place "where people can sit down, relax, and have a good time." He was quoted as saying, "We're going to do it, and it is something many people wanted. I just think it is sad that we had to wait for the legislation to pass before we were able to do it."

Brown Bag: The flu has hit again this year. The symptoms range from headache, muscle aches, cough, red throat, elevated temperature to vomiting and diarrhea. The only treatment is bed rest, fluids to be tolerated and Tylenol to relieve the aches and pains. Antibiotics do not relieve the symptoms! They are only helpful in treating secondary infections such as pneumonia. Students ill in their dorms should call student health and be seen by a professional. Students ill in their dorms should notify their RAs so that they can check on them. If symptoms persist for more than twenty-four hours, students should call student health and be seen by a professional.

No smoking
By Karen Ryder
Non-smokers can now take heart and save their meals in smokeless surroundings. Rhode Island state law, as well as the Student Congress, the Food Committee, and the Director of Food Services, have been responsible for instituting non-smoking areas in small sections of both majors.

Board of Selectmen
Sign marking new No Smoking area in Raymond College. The flu has hit again this year. The symptoms range from headache, muscle aches, cough, red throat, elevated temperature to vomiting and diarrhea. The only treatment is bed rest, fluids to be tolerated and Tylenol to relieve the aches and pains. Antibiotics do not relieve the symptoms! They are only helpful in treating secondary infections such as pneumonia. Students ill in their dorms should call student health and be seen by a professional. Students ill in their dorms should notify their RAs so that they can check on them. If symptoms persist for more than twenty-four hours, students should call student health and be seen by a professional.

PC saves at WALT'S ROAST BEEF North Providence

$1.09 WALT'S ROAST BEEF

SAVING 30c
Per sandwich
WALT'S ROAST BEEF

$1.40 WALT’S DELUXE
Roast Beef piled high on a large sesame seed bun covered with asparagus, toasted golden cheese, lettuce, tomato and cream sauce. Reg. $1.75. Now only $1.40. Buy up to 6 with this coupon. Offer valid thru: February 25, 1980.

SAVING 30c
Per sandwich
WALT’S DELUXE

$1.65 WALT’S YUKON
4 oz. of smoked beef on a toasted roll covered with a large smoked seed bun covered with sauce. Reg. $2.00. Now only $1.65. Buy up to 5 with this coupon. Offer valid thru: February 25, 1980.

SAVING 35c
Per sandwich
WALT’S YUKON

$1.99 WALT’S TURKEY

SAVING 41c
Per sandwich
WALT’S TURKEY

$2.39 WALT’S CHICKEN

SAVING 41c
Per sandwich
WALT’S CHICKEN

K of C Gong Show returns
By Bill Sullivan
It's once again time for the only college event where hopes of random seem to come within the grasp of any student with a little talent, a lot of courage, and a desire to display those "inner gifts" that never get any recognition. It's also time for those who don't have as much talent to have a good time and to show their friends that they're not afraid of making fools of themselves.

Relieve the aches and pains. Antibiotics do not relieve the symptoms! They are only helpful in treating secondary infections such as pneumonia. Students ill in their dorms should notify their RAs so that they can check on them. If symptoms persist for more than twenty-four hours, students should call student health and be seen by a professional.

Student Congress Treasurer
1st on ballot
- Student Congress Finance Committee
- Treasurer, Class of 1981
- Chairman, 50-50-81

Student Discount
$4.00 off hairstyle with this coupon; ties or wed
Salon 777
777 River Ave. Providence
Call 331-7747 for an appointment within walking distance from PC.
New music - new spirit

R.I. Philharmonic

By Candida

Rhode Island Philharmonic Concert
31 January

Program Suite: From the South west... Waldorp Concerto for Left Hand in D Major... Ravel Symphony no. 2... Tchakovsky

A local Zeitgeist fills the opulence of the Queen State this season, symphonies-goers, no longer struggling to locate newly assigned seats or staring in awe at the 1000 plus extra audience, now share and reflect the confidence and high expectations of this year’s orchestra. Maestro Casotto, having promised quality musicianship and creative programming, is reaching his mark more often than not, if one is to judge by last evening’s program.

There were de facto samples of Romanticism, Impressionism, and something distinctly modern (not to be confused with popular of course)! Each provided for reflection, although the state premiere of Waldrop’s “Suite” never lured me into simply enjoying the music. Instead, I found myself engrossed in analyzing the “tone piece,” effort not altogether unpleasant. Certainly the third section “Primitive Dance,” with its interesting rhythmic structures and syncopation, brought out a lucidity of tone in the central harmonies which showed the orchestra to best advantage. In fact, it is this substantial musical quality which was missing in the first two sections. Because the piece is best described as a tone poem, there is some frustration in separating the message of image from the technical composition. The former worked well enough. But “Arid Landscape,” while it came across with a musical spaciousness quite acceptable in theme, still left me questioning the unchallenging repetition of sounds. Unhappily, this was followed by a definitely lacer section called “Ranchers Whistling Song,” not helped musically by some very tentative brass players—perhaps due to an unfamiliar score.

The concerto, on the other hand, moved with surprising excitement, especially when one considers the visual discomfort the audience endures watching a pianist using only the left hand while his right rests by his side or on the piano. Mr. Fleischer, in recognizing the work’s need to involve a full keyboard effect, used pedal and first-rate fingering proficiency to create the illusion of two hands. To look away and only hope the music was to becomeaurally... a compliment to the soloist and to Ravel, in his wisdom of understanding piano sonority. Particularly in the Allegro, Fleischer’s thirds and octaves provided the orchestra partner for a passionate verve and zest more reminiscent of an earlier Brahms than the objective Ravel.

Tchakovsky lit the evening’s blue ribbon. A seldom heard piece, the second symphony (the “Little Russian”) stems from an early, somewhat immature period of a composer whose later brilliance stands in evidence already with this work in its sublimation of lyrical and compositional blends, its fervor, and its ability for intermittent aides. The ensemble playing of banjo and clarinet with symphony was one of those aside pleasures. Another, the intriguing tone quality in an English horn and oboe duet.

Indeed, the orchestra seemed to firm up after intermission as it had not done during the Waldrop and Ravel. Some parts of the concerto evidenced an unfortunate strain and awkwardness. But the orchestra had their first music talent were the order of post-intermission playing. What a real treat was the attention to detail. The unchallenging richness of the final waltz from the “Nutcracker.” Such gems of unchallenged sound are to be considered a new and altogether delightful tradition for an orchestra heady with the success of new programs. Perhaps a bit more music heaven might be due the phenomenon of the Zeitgeist.

Lady Fries meet UVM at Schnieder Arena, Sat., Jan. 26 at 3:00 p.m.

New Wave: Young, fast and scientific

By Tim Ahearn

Flipping through the New Paper during the last week of November, 1979, enjoying its interesting articles and columns and reading almost anything one would want to do in this exciting state of Rhode Island, I came across what I had been waiting to see for some time. The ad was for the “Living Room” in Providence and appeared to be something that would help in the unchallenging keying on the actions of the Federal Reserve, or head over to the renovated Westminster Mall and catch Boston’s best in New Wave, "When the college kids get out of the city, I take over and the city is mine. I can’t wait for summertime." Unnatural Axe, one of Boston’s hottest bands, were in the middle of a set that included some of the tightest and fastest band New Wave in the northeast. Rhythm guitar and lead vocal Richie Parsons calls their music “young, fast, and scientific.” Tom Taylor, drummer, is the most talented member of the band and sets the constant aggressive beat. Versatile fourteenome also includes Frank Dehler (bass) and Tom White (lead guitar), who put out some explosive chords on such songs as "Medio Blitz" and "Man I Don’t Want to Die." The group works together especially well on their three quick regulars: "The Plug" (don’t pull the plug on me), "I don’t want to die..." referring to Karen Quinlan), "The Creeper," and "Hitler’s Brain" (a tune that WBCN—Boston helped to push). The Neighborhoods, winners of last summer’s “Battle of the Bands” at the "Rat" in Boston (Unnatural Axe was runner up) were equally as talented. David Minehan, the young lead vocalist and rhythm guitarist, was a three member band, is without a doubt, one of the most exciting New Wave artists in the New England area. This slim, energetic young man had everyone up to speed. The Neighborhoods in belting out their music, "The Great Revers," "Standards" (by the Jam,) and a crowd pleaser, "Flavor," The Neighborhoods may have an edge over Unnatural Axe in that they have a professional sound man and know that everything is just right when they hit the stage. But the most important advantage would have to be the dynamic stage personality of David Minehan. The heavy chords that The Neighborhoods emphasize are done as well as anyone in the business. On the other hand, Unnatural Axe are somewhat more versatile, having four members, and some feel this will lead to their going further in the music industry.

It is quite evident that the move in music has been back to rock and New Wave adds a new dimension to it. Many disco throughout the country are changing over to New Wave and it has been proven profitable. Not only if you are a supporter of LIVE entertainment, but if one likes like this writer and enjoy aggressive rock n’ roll, bands such as Unnatural Axe and The Neighborhoods are worth checking out. The New Wave rock audience is growing every day and because of this, it should be around for quite some time.
Women are an integral part of Providence College. Over the years, they have contributed much to the development and maintenance of a balance role in the scheme of things. They have achieved not only academically, but also by their involvement in activities and athletics.

Considering the athletic realm, much has been accomplished. Mrs. Helen Bert, director of women's athletics, and her staff have made giant strides with the women's programs. Funding for programs and scholarships has increased. Coaches are of a better caliber. And the women athletes—well, the demonstrate a level of skill and are setting records that have never before been realized.

Considering the success of these women athletes, one can fathom the reason why faculty, administration and students do not put more of a commitment to supporting the women in their athletic endeavors. There are several cases in the past which exemplify this lack of commitment. One example involves the women's basketball game which took place on January 12, in which the Lady Friars hosted Cheyney State at the Civic Center. The competition was scheduled to follow the men's basketball game against Holy Cross. As the end of the men's game also marked the end of the fans. The crowd left.

A question of safety?
Inconsistencies need attention

During the past semester, there were renovations done in Fennell Hall which seemingly created countless possibilities within the building. On the fourth floor of Fennell Hall, as in the north and south ends, there are two sun porches. These porches were used when the building was a fire station, and early in September, immovable grates were placed on the adjacent windows. "To prevent people from entering or gaining access to the sun porches," according to Mr. James Cunningham, director of Safety and Security.

Also, on the first floor, a formerly functional door at the north end of the hallway is now locked and unusable.

The Editorial Board of the Cowl views these moves, which were said to be security improvements, as examples of poor explanation. First, the locked door at the first floor does not serve to increase security. However, the presence of these bars is a potential threat to the building is totally accessible to anyone, via the front door of the building, 24 hours a day. What is the real purpose for this move which "violates no fire code.""

The Cowl realizes that the treatment of the two is unacceptable. Instances have been cited whereby the Lady Friars could not secure enough support from the College to use even the Friar center. The Cowl urges the administration to correct their ignored request for a "fans"-only bus and the talents of the PB and band cheerleaders. Trivial as this may sound to some, attendance and support are needed in women's sporting events does make an impact on the outcome of their games. The Cowl urges the administration to support the student body in their attendance at, and support of, Lady Friar events. As with all PC athletic teams, these teams work hard at what they do, and both deserve and appreciate the backing of the College.

The band left. Even Friar Roy left. Only a few loyal fans remained.

According to Mr. Dennis Hughes, manager of the Bookstore, the average student studying at PC spends less than $100 per year on texts, not $150 as we had originally stated. Our figure was derived from the national average. At PC, however, the number of total sales divided by total enrollment yields a significantly lower total.

Basicallly, the Bookstore's situation is similar to that of an economy minded student—both are out to save money. The Cowl recommends that, whenever possible, the paperback edition of a text be ordered over the hard-cover versions. Apparently, this practice is already in use. All Bookstore purchase orders read "Ship cloth only if paper is not available."

Contrary to popular belief, selling college text books is not terribly profitable. In fact, the Bookstore's pre-tax profits for the year were about 16%, a decline from past year's. Hughes explained that the parties grossing the highest profits in this deal are the publishing companies, who set the actual price of the texts.

The Editorial Board of the Cowl feels that its original recommendations to the College's professors. Considering the exorbitant price of books, we urge them to prudently select texts necessary to their courses. Using different books each semester for the same course places undue burden on students. In conclusion, the Editorial Board of the Cowl realizes that the student body and the PC Bookstore are fighting the same battle—that of acquiring the best possible books for the lowest possible price.
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Pratt fans rowdy...

Dear Editor:

During the past week, as I walked through Slavin, I heard the publicity music for the Andy Pratt concert. I walked through Slavin, I heard 41 low and rowdy. Most people who were there seemed so close-minded that they did not even give him a chance. I don’t understand how they could be so close-minded there if they did not want to hear him perform. Through the entire concert, people were laughing and talking to such an extent that it was almost impossible to hear him. I just can not believe that people from PC could be so rude and inconsiderate. Even after Andy Pratt, himself, asked for the attention and cooperation of the audience because it was going to be obnoxious. Even when they did follow Andy. It is Andy Pratt concert. I see now that I was expecting to enjoy a relaxing performance at this school which is not loud and rowdy. Most schools that have a concert are not such an extreme that it was rowdy. Ms. Mullins states that she would rather live in rooms with walls “than to experience or allow rudeness shown to Mr. Pratt on any such tragedy to ever happen again. We realized that the athletes have undergone in preparation for the games, and I hope that all efforts will be made to find an alternate site.”

Bob Walsh, ‘80

Next week’s question will be: “What is the purpose of the work force?” How would you answer this? Think about it, and be ready.

Hockey fans chastised

Dear Editor:

Congratulations, Providence College!!! You now qualify as America’s most pathetic hockey fans. The past three games have proven this most extreme show of deflation by you, the student body. You hunger for a winner, yet when one finally arrives, you either do not even show up for the games or, still worse, those who do make a feeble attempt, acting as if they are in the advanced stages of rigor mortis. The team most definitely hurts from this overt lack of support. We realize that the regulations are bothersome, but we also realize that they are formulated in an ounce of safety for dormitory living. We support the Safety and Security Committee and the Residence Office in attempting to enforce these measures.

Steve Gall, ‘80

Cecilia Vining, ‘80

Kathy Griffin, ‘80

We humbly suggest that, instead of “tearing ‘shreds over a picker at the Rat” the existing preventive policy, you are your time and self-professed wisdom to an unacceptable, and as effective preventive policy.

Diane Ruane, ‘80

Cecilia Vining, ‘80

Kathy Griffin, ‘80

“... And Rude...

Mullins, ‘80

She walked over the metal grating which went "thump, thump" under her dog, and right up by the bony winds in the front seats. You won’t believe this part, but this chick screamed right up to the sideways pewl! I swear it. We could all see her profile for the entire length of the Mass. It was hysterical. Guys were checking her out and teachers and priests nodded in approval. I felt so sorry for her, for how was she to know?

The balconies became as silent as before. I raised my voice in awe as this girl read ALOUD during the responses and even sang when Sister Gall asked to her. Who was this kid, and how could she do something like this in public?

Thank goodness my fervent prayer was answered and she the kept her jacker on. If not, her Levi’s waist and length size would have been exposed to all!

I’ll bet she could even see the priest.

That night in Mural and in the dorms she was the talk of the campus. Kids were calling her everything in the book, but it all led back to the same conclusion.

This chick was smart!

Inquiring photographer

The Cow is featuring a new column in efforts to move student opinion concerning current events. This week’s topic is: “What is your opinion of the proposed American boycott of the Olympic Games in Moscow?”

“I don’t think that boycotting the Olympics by the U.S. would solve the problem. The best solution would be for the International Olympic Committee to move the Games to a neutral location so that all the participants could enjoy them.”

Steve Sylvia, ‘81

“I agree with President Carter that the Americans have violated international peace. The Olympic Committee should select a neutral location in which to hold the Games, where all countries could participate with clear conscience.”

Maureen Plouffe, ‘82

“I agree with President Carter that the Americans have violated international peace. The Olympic Committee should select a neutral location in which to hold the Games, where all countries could participate with clear conscience.”

Maureen Plouffe, ‘82
Grand Opening of Last Resort
a BOG success story

By Ken Dagesse

The PC campus witnessed the christening of a new social club on January 18, the Board of Governors' The Last Resort. Located in the former service building on Lower Campus, The Last Resort provided fun and entertainment, which will be continued one weekend night each week. For the BOG, the grand opening was an overall success.

Opening night marked the culmination of a year and a half of preparation and of hard work for the BOG, since the close of the final semester. The facility houses two rooms. One room contains a built-in bar, and temporary stage for entertainment which hang from the skylight and the other holds a games area, and television set. A complete stereo system lends atmosphere to the Resort at times when there is no live entertainment. Plants, which hang from the skylight and along the walls of each room, liven the interior.

The BOG hopes that the Last Resort will provide an inexpensive alternative to the Rat, and to off-campus bars. BOG vice president Joe Doherty said that the Resort seeks to provide a relaxed, friendly atmosphere. Doherty stressed that the continuation of the facility relies upon trouble-free events, but was optimistic about the Resort's future development.

Because of the size of the building, attendance is limited. Tickets will be sold on Thursdays, between 1 and 4 p.m., in the BOG ticket office.

The facility is managed by John Durkin and Bobby Clark, chairmen of the BOG The Last Resort Committee. The BOG will continue to provide Sunday night movies in The Last Resort, along with a weekday morning coffee house.

BOG coffee house

By Joe Brandolino

Monday marked the opening of the BOG coffee house for its first full semester. Early last semester, the idea of a coffee house was suggested to the Board of Governors by Ronald P. Cerwinka, Ph.D., chairperson of the Business department. A survey was taken, and it was determined that a coffee house would be a pleasant and practical service to both students and faculty. John Durkin and Bobby Clark, chairpersons of the Last Resort Committee, along with the aid of Tom Corcoran and Joe Doherty, BOG president and vice president, respectively, transformed the idea into reality.

The coffee house, located in the Last Resort on Lower Campus, is managed by the BOG, with work study students providing the See COFFEE HOUSE, Page 7

Saturday Night
is
Beatles Night

The BOG Social Committee

Presents

"Apple"

Upper Level Slavin (Jan 26)
9 to 1
$1.00 w/PC ID
What's Cookin'

By Mitch Berten

How does one sum up Providence College night life? If a branch of the local supermarket were to feature potential young Friars on the advantages of the social life at PC, it might prepare a description by harping the "Boring, Predictable, stereotypic social life at Providence College." I am sure that on many occasions you have been faced with the dilemma of what to do with your night time hours. Well, here at PC your choices are endless. For the enthusiastic, there is the Rat, that cozy little saloon in Lower Slavin where there is no such thing as bottled beer. Live music or room to sit down, but is abundant in the department of lines at the door, drunken birthday celebrations and 1950 songs by Frank Sinatra and Bing Crosby screaming from the Juke Box.

The Rat, however, is fun when accompanied by friends. If you are one of those people who like to drink and talk while watching inebriated young coeds staggering out one at a stretch, after a long night of drinking and celebration, what could top that? Well, possibly the short trek to Brads or Louie's. There you join a number of young Friars, both sexes, who are free to get a beer. If you thought getting the tickets and getting through and back were hard, wait until you get into the beer line. Chairing Mt. Everest should be so difficult. Then, it's back to the Rat. If you can, turn around and go to the liquor store, where you can hear someone say, "excuse me" and proceed to knock your beer out of your hand and all over your clothes. Good luck in trying to get another.

I would say that just about sums up the night life here at PC. Just remember what I've told you, and also that PC doesn't stand for Party College, no matter what anybody might tell you.

Hyman, Leo, and the mailroom

By Anne Zielinski

The mail room in Slavin Center is a common sight to Providence College students. Although most students know the two men who keep it running, Hyman Goodman and Leo Cooney work the front and back of the post office, respectively. The duties of the two men are varied but the basic function they serve is to receive and deliver the mail. The mail arrives at about 8:30 a.m. and is distributed to the boxes at about 10:30 a.m.

Cooney is a worker for the college, not a federal worker. He has been working for the college for four years and at the Slavin mail room for one year. Along with three students, he distributes the mail to the boxes after it is sorted.

Goodman has been working for the federal Post Office for 28 years, and at PC since 1969. He tries to make the duties of the mail room a pleasant experience for students.

Perhaps most of the students of PC that they do must certain things to guarantee that the mail moves smoothly. For on-campus mail, that Post Office box mail and return address are vital. That way if the Post Office number is wrong, the letter cannot be returned instead of ending as dead mail. Students should be aware that although the mail is picked up twice a day, it is only delivered once. Zip code is very important in that all mail and packages of every sort should be carefully wrapped. Everyone at the federal Post Office and is often seen labeling stamps or some other related job. Students of PC that they do must certain things to guarantee that the mail moves smoothly. For on-campus mail, that Post Office box mail and return address are vital. That way if the Post Office number is wrong, the letter cannot be returned instead of ending as dead mail. Students should be aware that although the mail is picked up twice a day, it is only delivered once. Zip code is very important in that all mail and packages of every sort should be carefully wrapped. Everyone at the federal Post Office and is often seen labeling stamps or some other related job.

Add experience to your degree.

You've changed a lot of opinions since you entered college. You know a degree may be the door-opener for a future career. But does knowledge of a degree guarantee anything?

Today's job market demands more than a degree. Corporations look for "take charge" attitudes in their new executives. So get a head start on your peers. They'll be competing with you for the best jobs later on.

Army ROTC provides a head start in leadership and management experience. With Army ROTC, you don't just read about it, you do it. It's fine to want to take charge. You can accomplish four years' work in two years.

To add experience to your degree contact

Army ROTC. Learn what it takes to lead.

PC: No Party College

(Continued from Page 6)

Pratt

(Continued from Page 8)

Pratt also favored the audience with some requests, including his really popular tune, "Vengeance Annie" and also "Miracles Over South Hampton street." All in all, the concert was a success, although the first part of the show with Bill Campbell didn't really seem to coincide with Pratt's mellow evangelistic style. Both artists, however, were good at what they did, and provided enjoyable entertainment.

What's Cookin'

Spaghetti Carbonara

Ingredients:

- 6 slices bacon, crumbled, or 1/4 lb. chopped prosciutto
- 3 medium onions, chopped
- 1/4 cup heavy cream
- Salt and pepper to taste

Instructions:

1. Sweat onion over medium heat in a tablespoon of butter. Add parsley, and keep mixture warm.
2. Next, break spaghetti into large (6-4 quart) pot of boiling, salted water. When cooked, pour spaghetti into strainer and drain. Return immediately to pot, and toss all the ingredients in. Do this rapidly and serve immediately.
3. Add salt and pepper to taste.

This recipe serves 5 people.
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2. Next, break spaghetti into large (6-4 quart) pot of boiling, salted water. When cooked, pour spaghetti into strainer and drain. Return immediately to pot, and toss all the ingredients in. Do this rapidly and serve immediately.
3. Add salt and pepper to taste.

This recipe serves 5 people.
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Pratt
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Pratt also favored the audience with some requests, including his really popular tune, "Vengeance Annie" and also "Miracles Over South Hampton street." All in all, the concert was a success, although the first part of the show with Bill Campbell didn't really seem to coincide with Pratt's mellow evangelistic style. Both artists, however, were good at what they did, and provided enjoyable entertainment.
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Spaceman receives standing ovation

By Tom Bowen

Bill Lee needed no introduction to the audience who packed "41 Hall on Monday night. The former Boston Red Sox, and now Montreal Expo left-handed pitcher received a standing ovation the moment he entered.

In his typical style, Lee, with his heavy beard, was dressed less than causally for the occasion. He wore a red baseball cap, tee-shirt, hunting jacket, and a pair of German General's World War I hunting jacket, and a pair of heavy beard, was dressed less than usual. Some observers might have been affronted by the rather flaky, a spaceman. However, he changed his pants. Some observers might have been affronted by the rather

"I used pot by sprinkling it on my organic pancakes."

Lee admits that he likes a good beer, but he drinks in moderation and he later goes out and runs it off. Also, he says he does not like to drink "all that other stuff."

Lee has the reputation of being flaky, a spaceman. However, he claims that this label is more the result of a prejudiced right handed press than anything else. He reasons that, "Since the left side of the brain controls the right side, left-handed people are the only ones in their right minds."

Lee felt that he should let people know that he felt this way. Thus, one does not stay in decent shape, that person will be in a bad way.

Lee felt that he likes a good beer, but he drinks in moderation and he later goes out and runs it off. Also, he says he does not like to drink "all that other stuff."

Lee has the reputation of being flaky, a spaceman. However, he claims that this label is more the result of a prejudiced right handed press than anything else. He reasons that, "Since the left side of the brain controls the right side, left-handed people are the only ones in their right minds."

There is no need to do this any more. That is the best way to play. Lee also said that he should not let people know that he felt this way. Thus, one does not stay in decent shape, that person will be in a bad way.

Lee also said that he should not let people know that he felt this way. Thus, one does not stay in decent shape, that person will be in a bad way.

Lee is a fierce competitor. He is determined to stay in shape, play for three more years, and then go back to Washington. There, he will settle down, raise his family, live on the land, and stay away from the likes of Don Zimmer, Billy Martin, Bowie Kuhn, and all that pollution from Pittsburgh.

Lee is a fierce competitor. He is determined to stay in shape, play for three more years, and then go back to Washington. There, he will settle down, raise his family, live on the land, and stay away from the likes of Don Zimmer, Billy Martin, Bowie Kuhn, and all that pollution from Pittsburgh.

COMING ATTRACTIONS

BOG Travel Committee presents:

Jan 24 Newport Jai-Alai (cancelled)
Jan 25 Hockey PC vs BC $4.00
Feb 14 Hockey PC vs UNH $4.00
Feb 15 - 17 Killington Ski Weekend $70.00
Feb 27 Whalers vs Bruins $7.00
March 4 Medival Manor $15.00
March 12 Celtics vs Houston $5.00
March 15 Budweiser Brewery Tour $2.00
March 23 Old Sturbridge Village $2.00

BOG Travel Committee Chairpersons: Dan Shea & Lynne Willis
Residence
(Continued from Page 1)

true for the men. However, he explained that RA's should have enough common sense to know when to counsel and when to discipline.

As compensation for services, RA's receive the amount necessary to cover room and board fees. For the 1979-80 year, this fee was $2310, but according to the Colonel, this fee will rise to approximately $2600 with the expected 10% increase in room and board. The RA is listed on the regular student payroll and is paid this sum via check via the Treasury Office. For this reason a student eligible to receive work study is a preferable candidate. However, work study is not a requirement.

The applications will be screened by the Residence Office, the qualified persons will be interviewed by a panel consisting of Rev. Walter Haugh, O.P., director of residence, Col. Del Corso, assistant director of residence, Donna McCaffrey, assistant director of women residents, various head residents and present RA's. According to Del Corso, the interview's purpose is to see whether a person conducts himself so that Del Corso highly recommended that a prospective RA act naturally.

Interviews will convene March 3 and a list of candidates and appointment times will be posted in dorms prior to this.

Resident Assistants are expected to participate in a special orientation week which will commence Aug. 26, just before the opening of PC, Sept. 2. The purpose of the orientation will be to prepare an individual to respond properly to situations that could arise by role playing. There will be various speakers, among them, Jackie Kiernan, director of the Counseling Center, Father Heath, Col. Del Corso, and Donna McCaffrey.

Lady Friars
(Continued from Page 10) assisted on the tally. Richer's shot and Riordan turned the rebound into a goal. The game ended in a PC win, 6-2.

The championship game paired UNH and Cornell against each other. The game was up for grabs until the third period, when UNH gained control and walked away with a 4-1 victory.

Since Providence and Cornell finished with matching records, second place was determined by the number of goals each scored. PC outscored Cornell, 6-4, and the Lady Friars were awarded second place.

Ratcliffe, Mulligan shine in first indoor meet

By Rich Williamson

The Lady Friars track team got off to a very promising start in their first meet of the indoor season at Boston University on Saturday, January 19. Although they were beaten by the Eagles, the Lady Friars made a fine showing overall.

Cross country veterans dominated the distance events with Sue Ratcliffe and Donna Mulligan posting first place finishes for Providence. Ratcliffe won the mile with a time of 5:14, and Mulligan had a winning time of 11:16 at the championship. Jane Ladd also fared well in that race. Senior Janice Cataldo ran a strong second in the half mile with a time of 2:20.

Molly McGuire led the Lady Friars in the field events, finishing third with a high jump of 5'2". A joint effort by Mary Hodhout, Chris Hegdle, Sharon Clegg and Jean Piore gave the Lady Friars a second place finish in the 4x4 mile relay.

Led by co-captains Sharon Clegg and Janice Cataldo, the Lady Friars should prove to be very competitive and successful throughout the season. Coach Cathy Cerra provides the team leadership, Cerra strives to keep a strong A league teams are Mark Cretins, which has been together of 11:56 in the two mile event. Mulligan posting first place favorably. However, at the present time we must simply await a decision by those at the strategy present, those at the strategy possible participants would be Moscow, which would be greeted with a very individual sport.

U.S. Olympic Basketball Coach Dave Gavitt released earlier this week the following statement on the possibility of a United States boycott of the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow.

"My role as the U.S. Olympic Basketball Coach is tactical rather than strategic. The matter of whether we play is a strategic decision by those at the U.S. Olympic Committee and the United States Government to work out. A great deal of preparation has already been accomplished relative to the selection, preparations and training of our Olympic Basketball Team. These plans will activate in May with the holding of Olympic Basketball Trials for one week, at Raleigh, N.C., to select our team. I am sure that all possible participants would be disappointed were we not to participate. I am equally as certain that participation at a site other than Moscow would be greeted favorably. However, at the present time we must simply await a decision by those at the strategy making level."

This Sunday - Jan 27

7 & 9 pm Last Resort $1.00 w/PC ID

Frey Florist & Greenhouse

"Flowers for any occasion or no occasion at all"

521-3599

Be the first with

Become a typist or proofreader for The Cowl.
Sign-up in the Cowl Office, Slavin 109.

Vote Bill Pearson
President of Student Congress
Resident Board President
Congress Experience
No. 2 on the Ballot

"Together We Can Make Things Happen"

By Mary Gibbons

The Lady Friars track team got off to a very promising start in their first meet of the indoor season at Boston University on Saturday, January 19. Although they were beaten by the Eagles, the Lady Friars made a fine showing overall.

Cross country veterans dominated the distance events with Sue Ratcliffe and Donna Mulligan posting first place finishes for Providence. Ratcliffe won the mile with a time of 5:14, and Mulligan had a winning time of 11:16 at the championship. Jane Ladd also fared well in that race. Senior Janice Cataldo ran a strong second in the half mile with a time of 2:20.

Molly McGuire led the Lady Friars in the field events, finishing third with a high jump of 5'2". A joint effort by Mary Hodhout, Chris Hegdle, Sharon Clegg and Jean Piore gave the Lady Friars a second place finish in the 4x4 mile relay.

Led by co-captains Sharon Clegg and Janice Cataldo, the Lady Friars should prove to be very competitive and successful throughout the season. Coach Cathy Cerra provides the team leadership, Cerra strives to keep a strong A league teams are Mark Cretins, which has been together of 11:56 in the two mile event. Mulligan posting first place favorably. However, at the present time we must simply await a decision by those at the strategy possible participants would be Moscow, which would be greeted with a very individual sport.

U.S. Olympic Basketball Coach Dave Gavitt released earlier this week the following statement on the possibility of a United States boycott of the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow.

"My role as the U.S. Olympic Basketball Coach is tactical rather than strategic. The matter of whether we play is a strategic decision by those at the U.S. Olympic Committee and the United States Government to work out. A great deal of preparation has already been accomplished relative to the selection, preparations and training of our Olympic Basketball Team. These plans will activate in May with the holding of Olympic Basketball Trials for one week, at Raleigh, N.C., to select our team. I am sure that all possible participants would be disappointed were we not to participate. I am equally as certain that participation at a site other than Moscow would be greeted favorably. However, at the present time we must simply await a decision by those at the strategy making level."

Key Scores
Hongo's Boys 63 A.V. Pub 56
Col. Debris 89 Burning Emph. 56
Eagles 60 Terrapins 30
H.B.S.B. 41 Donairs 36
Penetrators 66 Ogres 53

Intramural Hockey
A League Rankings
1. SMA
2. SPI

B League Rankings
1. Dumpsters
2. Seamen Shooters

Division II
1. Schooners
2. La Moone
3. Renefadas

Girls' League
1. Rink Rats
2. Silver Skates
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U.S. Olympic Basketball Coach Dave Gavitt released earlier this week the following statement on the possibility of a United States boycott of the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow.

"My role as the U.S. Olympic Basketball Coach is tactical rather than strategic. The matter of whether we play is a strategic decision by those at the U.S. Olympic Committee and the United States Government to work out. A great deal of preparation has already been accomplished relative to the selection, preparations and training of our Olympic Basketball Team. These plans will activate in May with the holding of Olympic Basketball Trials for one week, at Raleigh, N.C., to select our team. I am sure that all possible participants would be disappointed were we not to participate. I am equally as certain that participation at a site other than Moscow would be greeted favorably. However, at the present time we must simply await a decision by those at the strategy making level."
The right point. Scot Fiske made the save but let the rebound go right out to Zimmerman who popped it into the open net.

Later on the evening, the Friars had to kill off Catamount manpower advantages of four on three and five on four. One player was playing in the outstanding in the short-handed situations and team captain Jeff Whistler blocked a key shot.

"This was the best defensive game thus far. The penalty killers were superb at the right time," commented Lamoriello. Indeed the penalty killers had to play well as they were called on to kill off a Catamount power play with minutes remaining in the game.

"The students really helped us out," said Lamoriello, "particularly when we were killing that last penalty." Many players echoed the same feelings saying "They helped us greatly," and "I hope they keep it up."

The victory over UVM enhanced the Friars chance for a home ice berth in the ECAC post season playoffs. The Friars would get this advantage if they finish first in the ECAC Flohr Division or if they have the best record of those schools that did not finish first in their conference. The victory over UVM would give the advantage in case of a tie between the two teams at the end of the season.

The PC-UVM match was not the only exciting game the Friars played last week however. On Thursday, January 17, the Friars held off the pesky Engineers of RPI 3-0.

Defense, defense and more defense was stressed from the beginning this week. The defensemen, and although they're a little young, are making their mark on PC with many advantages in being a freshman or newcomer. There is a dictionary defines a freshman as a "mere freshman." Palamara would like to introduce some of those schools that did not finish first in their conference. The victory over UVM would give the advantage in case of a tie between the two teams at the end of the season.
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Friars roll over Rams

(Continued from Page 12) and breaking downcourt, catching the Rams off guard. Rich Hunger had five steals in the game, most of them coming off crucial pass interceptions.

Out of the locker room came a frustrated Rams squad, trying to erase the 37-22 Friar lead. Relief was nowhere in sight however. The Friar zone defense, which had been giving up less than 60 points a game, jumped all over guards Mick Johnson and Horace Owens, allowing them no inside penetration. Rebouding was the only hope for the Rams to get back into the game but the smaller PC team out rebouded the Rams 33-31.

Jerry Scott chipped in most of his game total 13 points in the second half to keep the Friars rolling. Ricky Tucker smartly penetrated the zone, leading and controlling the ball and regularly finding Scott open under the basket. Once there, it was either two points for the Friars or a Ram foul.

 URI tried to work inside on the Friars but with little success. Jimmy Wright, 6-9 forward for the Rams, was the central figure of the Rams' zone offensive plans but he hit for few of his field goal attempts.

With 8:41 left in the contest, Providence held a commanding 63-42 lead while continually running off the clock in their careful offensive drives. At one time in the second half PC controlled the ball for 1:10 before the Rams got a chance to score. Coach Walters cleared the bench with six minutes remaining but the Rams were still unable to put their offense together.

Bill Fields led all Friars scorers with 23, followed by Rudy Williams with 19, Jimmy Wright, 17, Ricky Tucker, 8, and Rich Hunger, 7. Rich Hunger was an invaluable asset to the well organized defense which kept the Rams to their lowest first half score of the season.

Friars sink North Carolina A&T 74-61

By Ed Rohl

PC with 22 points, followed by Williams, 19, and Fields, 12.

But each of the starting five performed strong as a single unit too. The experience of the zone defense baffled their opponents and held them to a lowly 23 shooting percentage in the first half. Ricky Tucker performed the ball handling chores admirably once again, once setting up a Rudy Williams' slamt dunk. Rich Hunger also rocked the boards with a tomahawk jam, in what may have been one of the more exciting moments of the game.

The Friars umped their record to 10-6 and have looked very impressive in their last two games. The schedule gets tougher for the Friars this week however. The Friars, 0-1 in Big East competition, go up against UNH on Wednesday, January 23, and Seton Hall on Saturday, January 26.

Lady Friars take second at UNH

By Kathy Lenahan

The second Annual Granite State Women's Hockey Tournament was held last weekend and the host team University of New Hampshire walked away with top honors. Providence College finished in second place with a 1-1 tourney record.

The tournament opened Friday night with a match between UNH and PC. The only blemish to UNH's 37-0-1 three year record is attributed to a 6-6 tie with PC. The Friars were unable to make their mark this way as they suffered an 8-0 loss to the Wildcarts.

The Lady Friars tested UNH goalie Donna Nyström ten times in the third period, but the black and white continued to thwart the PC attack. Byrant found the net twice during the third period with assists going to Cindy MacKay and Gail Griffin, respectively. Pati Crowe accounted for the eighth and final UNH goal. The Wildcats outshot the Friars 25-22 and Nyström was credited with the shutout.

Other first round action saw Cornell slip by Northeastern, 3-2, the conference game of the year PC against Northeastern. Mary Ellen Riordan's three goal hatrick led the Friars to victory, 6-2.

In second period action three PC players sent to the penalty box, Marybeth Hannon for interference; Connie Ricker, for tripping; and Lisa Glynn for hooking. Many Pannabeckers and Yvette Daigle each came up with power play goals. Kip Porter added the fifth UNH tally assisted by both Pannabecker and Daigle.
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Defense Tightens up as pucksters dump Catamounts, 2 - 1

By Ron Piocone

It was billed as Super Bowl Sunday but the real super game was played not in the Rose Bowl but in Schneider Arena. The Friars of Providence College and the Catamounts of UVM, both with identical 8-2 ECAC records, faced off in what was probably the most exciting Friar hockey game of the season.

"This was a great college game," commented coach Lou Lamoriello after his team had safely locked up a 2-1 decision against the ECAC Western Division leaders. "A great team effort, everyone was intense."

The line of Dennis Martin, Steve O'Neill and John Sullivan provided all the scoring punch that the Friars needed. John Sullivan's goal at the 13:45 mark of the third period turned out to be the game winner. Steve O'Neill and Jim Colucci scored what may have been their biggest assists of the year in setting up Sullivan's goal.

This was the second game in a row that the first period went by scoreless. But before some of the patrons had reached their seats for the start of the second period, Steve O'Neill had given the Friars an 8-6 edge, but Lynn Sherry carried the Catamounts along with three long shot goals. Costly Providence fouls allowed the Catamounts to take a 23-20 lead with three minutes left in the half. Mary Ann McCoy and Linda Wade rallied in the last minute of the half to give the Lady Friars a one point halftime lead.

Despite an opening baseline hoop by Mary Ann McCoy, Naomi Graves soon wrapped up a nine point URI rally. With six minutes remaining, PC back on top with a lead they would never give up. The Lady Friars moved the ball well setting up their attack. The Lady Friars were also doing their job well with Mary Ann McCoy blocking two URI shots.

In a game that wasn't as close as the score suggested, the Lady Friars downed the URI W-Rams at the Civic Center, 55-54. The victory, coupled with a 48-41 loss to Fordham gave the Lady Friars a split for the week and upped their record to 11-3.

Neither team could take advantage of its opportunities in the slow starting first half of the PC-URI matchup. The URI W-Rams used six center Kim Dick to supply their inside offense. Guard Chris Dinoto, a fast moving player with an accurate shot, provided the outside shooting as the W-Rams kept pace in the back and forth battle. Dick managed a three point play at the fifteen minute mark to give the W-Rams an 8-6 edge, but Lynn Sherry carried the Friars along with three long shot goals. Costly Providence fouls allowed the W-Rams to take a 23-20 lead with three minutes left in the half. Mary Ann McCoy and Linda Wade rallied in the last minute of the half to give the Lady Friars a one point halftime lead.
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